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updated version of the 1Z0-1087-21 real exam, Oracle
1Z0-1087-21 Real Exam Many preferential benefits provided for
you, The language of our 1Z0-1087-21 simulating exam is simple
and the content is engaging and easy, What's more, since there
is no limit on the number of computers equipped with the App
version of our 1Z0-1087-21 exam dumps, you can equip every
computer you use with this kind of App version.
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NEW QUESTION: 1
When added to an app's default.meta file, which of the

following
A. export
B. export
C. export
D. export
Answer: C

makes one of its views available to other apps?
= app
= view
= system
= none

NEW QUESTION: 2
In an EMC NetWorker environment, you are required to keep media
in drives for only 10 minutes after completion of backup. What
parameter must be set?
A. Withdraw timeout
B. Idle device timeout
C. Unload sleep
D. Operation timeout
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The technician has been told to install a cable between
buildings for a new4Gbps link. The distance between the
buildings is approximate
Related Posts 500 meters (1640 feet). Which of the following
cable options should be used?
A. Single-mode
B. Multimode
C. CAT6
D. Twin AX
Answer: A
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